The papers of Arthur F. Burns, economist, educator, and chairman of the council of Economic Advisers, were deposited in the Eisenhower Library in January 1966, December 1981, and December 1982, by Mr. Burns.

Linear feet shelf space occupied: 85  
Approximate number of pages: 169,600  
Approximate number of items: 50,000

In January 1965, Mr. Burns executed an instrument of gift for these papers. Literary property rights in the unpublished writings of Arthur F. Burns in these papers and in other collections of papers in the Eisenhower Library are reserved to Mr. Burns during his lifetime and thereafter pass to the people of the United States.

By agreement with the donor the following classes of documents will be withheld from research use:

1. Papers relating to private business affairs of individuals and to family and personal affairs.

2. Papers relating to investigations of individuals or to appointments and personnel matters.

3. Papers containing statements made by or to the donor in confidence unless in the judgement of the Director of the Dwight D. Eisenhower Library the reason for the confidentiality no longer exists.

4. All other papers which contain information or statements that might be used to injure, harass, or damage any living person.
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The papers of Arthur F. Burns span the years 1928 through 1969. Although the bulk of the materials tend to be concentrated in the 1950's and 1960's, a significant exception is the file of drafts to several manuscripts which Burns worked on in the 1930's and 1940's. This collection reflects Burns’ varied career as economist, researcher, educator, administrator, and government official.

Arthur Burn’s activities as an economist and a researcher of business cycles and other economic matters are documented throughout much of the 1930's to the 1960's. Documentation on this aspect of his career includes manuscript drafts and working papers of various books, bulletins, and articles, and correspondence with numerous colleagues regarding research projects and economic theories. Since Burns served as an administrator at the National Bureau of Economic Research, there is also considerable material in this collection relating to the administration and research activities of the NBER.

Burns’ role as an educator is less well-documented, but the collection does contain correspondence with numerous students and professional colleagues, lectures, lecture notes and related materials reading lists, outlines, and exams from university economics courses.

Considerable documentation on Burns’ role as a government official, including correspondence with the President, various government officials, and professional colleagues, can be found in both the Council of Economic Advisers Series and in the General Correspondence Series. The Speech, Talks, and Lecture Series includes materials on a number of talks which Arthur F. Burns, as chairman of the CEA, gave at various Cabinet meetings from 1954 to 1956.

The documentation in the first two series of this collection is concentrated entirely in the 1950's and 1960's, and it is reflective mainly of the private life of Arthur Burns. Very few public policy issues are discussed in the correspondence in these files.

The General Correspondence Series contains considerable material from the years 1952 to 1969 and some from 1934 to 1938, but very little from the 1940's. This series consists of correspondence with many prominent individuals and organizations, including Sherman Adams, the American Bankers Association, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Barry Goldwater, George M. Humphrey, IBM, James P. Mitchell, Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., Richard M. Nixon, Nelson Rockefeller, and Rutledge Vining. Besides correspondence, this series contains numerous articles or papers by an assortment of economists and writers. Some of the topics discussed in the correspondence and in the related materials include unemployment, the role of the Council of Economic Advisers, politics, elections, the role and work of the National Bureau of Economic Research, monetary policy, business cycles, Federal Reserve policies, inflation, housing, production indexes, balance of payments, and credit policies.

The series on Burns’ writings contains the drafts and working papers of two unpublished manuscripts which he apparently wrote in the 1930's--one on building construction and one on
railroad construction. Burns studied the building cycles for these two industries and compared them with business cycles in general.

Drafts for the book, Measuring Business Cycles, comprise a large part of this series. The early drafts were written by Wesley C. Mitchell, whereas later drafts were authored primarily by Burns with input from Mitchell, Milton Friedman, Frederick C. Mills, Simon Kuznets, and NBER staff members. The various drafts, which date from 1933 to the mid-1940's, show a definite progression in the development of the book and in the business cycle theories and study techniques of Burns and his associates. When this book was published in 1946, it was heralded as a major contribution to economic research, and it is still viewed as a classic treatment of the subject of business cycles. Besides the drafts, this series contains the working papers, background materials, and correspondence relating to Measuring Business Cycles.

Also located in the Writings Series are a number of articles and bulletins written by Burns. There are a considerable number from the 1950's and 1960's, but very few from the 1930's and 1940's. Some of the topics covered in these writings include business cycles, the role of the economist in government, the CEA under Walter Heller, the role of the NBER, and the NBER’s measures of cyclical behavior.

The series containing speeches, talks, and lectures is also concentrated in the 1950's and 1960's with very few dating from the 1930's and 1940's. Topics covered in some of these discourses include the activities of the CEA, Wesley C. Mitchell and the NBER, the Keynesian System, the current economic situation, the business-cycle policy of government, the problem of inflation, employment, economic growth, and the defense sector.

The Foreign Travel Series contains information on trips which Burns made to various countries, including Spain, Japan, Israel, India, and England, between 1958 and 1968. Foreign governments, the U.S. Department of State, private foundations, and foreign universities sponsored these trips which usually involved lectures or seminars and the application of his expertise as an economist to economic problems in a wide variety of settings.

Arthur F. Burns served as Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers during the years 1953 to 1956. Documentation of this portion of his career is quite good. The CEA Series includes correspondence with members of Congress and with staff members of different federal agencies and departments, including Gabriel Hauge, Joseph Dodge, Maurice Stans, George Humphrey, and William McChesney Martin, Jr. This series contains correspondence, memoranda, reports, and background information furnished by members and assistants of the CEA, including Neil Jacoby, Raymond Saulnier, Joseph Pechman, and Irving Strauss. Another important segment of this series is the documentation concerning the various economic sectors in the U.S. economy and the reports, drafts of reports, memoranda, correspondence, and related working files for the yearly Economic Reports of the President, 1954-1957.

The two series on the National Bureau of Economic Research contain materials on the activities and operations of the organization, including administration, finances, personnel, publishing efforts, and research projects. The bulk of this material tends to be concentrated in the period from 1956 to 1969, although there are some scattered materials from the 1930's, 1040's, and
early 1950's as well. There is documentation concerning the NBER’s research efforts on such topics as business cycles, economic growth, financial institutions, international trade, and national income.

Series X documents Arthur Burns’ work with and involvement in a number of private and public organizations, agencies, and institutions. These include the Academy of Political Science, Columbia University, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Advisory Council on Social Security Financing, and the President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy.

The General Subject Series reflects the interest of Burns in a variety of topics relating to economics and statistics. Some of the topics on which he collected materials include the acceleration principle, balance of payments, business cycles, federal budget, foreign trade, federal debt, inflation, interest rates, track mileage of railroads, Keynes’ theory of business cycles, recessions, and the value of money.

The series, Printed and Manuscript Materials by Other Writers, contains articles, pamphlets, and manuscripts by many well-known economists, researchers, public figures, and writers. These include Moses J. Abramovitz, Ezra Taft Benson, Milton Friedman, Walter W. Heller, Henry Kissinger, Simon Kuznets, Frederick Mills, Wesley C. Mitchell, Raymond Saulnier, and Julius Shiskin. Some of the subjects discussed in these materials are monetary policy, taxes, agriculture, business cycles, production trends, Federal Reserve policy, employment, balance of payments, profits and losses, and credit.

In this finding aid Burns’ folder titles have been used as much as possible. If something has been added to a folder title or if a new folder title has been created, we have placed this citation in brackets [].
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

April 27, 1904  Born in Stanislau, Austria
1925         A.B., A.M., Columbia University
Jan. 25, 1930 Married Helen Bernstein
1934         Ph.D., Columbia University
1927-1941 Taught economics at Rutgers University
1941-1958 Professor of Economics, Columbia University
1930-1969 Member, research staff, NBER
1945- Member, Board of Directors, NBER
1945-1953 Director of Research, NBER
1953-1956 Chairman, President’s Council of Economic Advisers
1953-1956 Chairman, Advisory Board on Economic Growth and Stability
1957-1958 Member, U.S. Advisory Council on Social Security Financing
1957-1967 President, NBER
1967-1968 Chairman, NBER
1969- Honorary Chairman, NBER
1959 President, American Economists Association
1961 President, Academy of Political Science
1961-1966 Member, President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy
1959-1969 John Bates Professor of Economics, Columbia University
1969-1970 Counsellor to President, U.S.
1970-1978 Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System
1973-1978 Alternate Governor, International Monetary Fund
1978-1981  Distinguished Professorial Lecturer, Georgetown University, Washington, DC
1981-1985  Ambassador to Federal Republic of Germany
1985-      Senior Fellow, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, Washington, DC
1986-      Member, Board of Governors, Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation

Publications

Production Trends in the U.S. Since 1870 (1934)

Measuring Business Cycles (with W.C. Mitchell, 1946)

The Frontiers of Economic Knowledge (1954)

Prosperity Without Inflation (1957)

The Management of Prosperity (1966)


The Defense Sector and the American Economy (with Jacob K. Javits and Charles J. Hitch, 1968)


Numerous articles and bulletins
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Nos.</th>
<th>Series Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>II. PERSONAL FILE, 1952-1969. 3 containers. Biographical materials, insurance papers, press clippings, personal expense and financial records, and photographs relating to Arthur Burns’ private life and professional career. These materials are arranged alphabetically by folder title. Also included in this series are personal correspondence and drafts which are arranged in chronological order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-43</td>
<td>III. GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1934-1969. 38 containers. Correspondence and drafts arranged alphabetically by the name of the individual, organization or institution with whom Arthur Burns corresponded. Intermixed with and attached to the correspondence are speeches, articles, essays, reports, studies, press releases, brochures, clippings, interviews, papers, notes, and booklets. The documentation in this series tends to be concentrated in the years 1934-1938 and 1953-1968.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-73</td>
<td>IV. WRITINGS OF ARTHUR F. BURNS, 1928-1969. 40 containers. Manuscript drafts, working papers, background materials (including notes, tables, charts, graphs, indexes, articles, booklets, and correspondence), papers, bulletins, book reviews, articles, and reports relating to various economic subjects studied and researched by Arthur Burns. This series is divided into two subseries. The Manuscript Drafts and Working Papers Subseries is arranged in alphabetical order by the title of the project, whether book, paper, or bulletin. The Articles, Papers, Bulletins, and Booklet Subseries is arranged in chronological order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74-87</td>
<td>V. SPEECHES, TALKS, AND LECTURES, 1939-1968. 14 containers. Speeches, talks, and lectures arranged in chronological order from 1939 to 1968 with the bulk concentrated in the 1950's and 1960's. Also included are notes, drafts, galleys, page proofs, papers, articles, data sheets, and correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-93</td>
<td>VI. FOREIGN TRAVEL SERIES, 1958-1968. 6 containers. Correspondence, schedules, itineraries, lecture notes, reports, minutes of meetings, and expense account statements relating to trips made by Arthur Burns to various countries where he participated in economic studies, conferences, or university lectures. This material is arranged chronologically by country visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94-120</td>
<td>VII. COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS SERIES, 1953-1956. 27 containers. Correspondence, reports, drafts of reports, press releases, notes, memoranda, speeches, articles, fact sheets, statements, tables, charts, indexes, legislative acts, outlines, and studies relating to Arthur Burns’ work as CEA chairman and to the work and activities of the CEA. This series is divided into four subseries. The Office of the Chairman Subseries is arranged alphabetically by folder title. The subseries on</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Federal Government Correspondence and Related Materials is arranged alphabetically by title of the department or agency and chronologically within the folders. The Economic Sector Materials Subseries is arranged alphabetically by the name of each economic sector, and the Reports Subseries is arranged chronologically.

121-138  VIII. NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH--ADMINISTRATION, 1930-1931, 1952-1969. 18 containers. Minutes of meetings, memoranda, reports, notes, correspondence, financial statements, press releases, outlines, program schedules, speeches, lectures, lists, studies, research proposals, meeting agendas, articles, and papers relating to various activities of the NBER. This series is divided into six subseries which are arranged alphabetically by folder title and chronologically within the folders.

139-147  IX. NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH--SPECIAL PROJECTS AND STUDIES, 1939-1969 9 containers. Reports, studies, memoranda, correspondence, articles, research proposals, bulletins, papers, outlines, notes, tables, charts, agendas and minutes of meetings, and lists relating to numerous economic studies and projects which were conducted under NBER auspices. This series is divided into six subseries which are all arranged in alphabetical order by folder title--the author’s name or the title of the study.

148-175  X. ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, AND CONFERENCES, 1953-1969. 28 containers. Correspondence, reports, drafts of reports, agendas and minutes of meetings, working papers, financial statements, memos, printed materials, press releases, lists, articles, papers, conference proceedings, programs, speeches, and outlines relating to the operations and activities of various organizations, institutions, and conferences in which Arthur Burns either participated in or had contact with regarding possible future participation. This series is divided into two subseries, one for public and one for private entities. Both subseries are arranged alphabetically by the names of the organizations, institutions, and conferences, and chronologically within the folders.

176-197  XI. GENERAL SUBJECT, 1929-1968. 20 containers. Correspondence, articles, notes, tables, charts, graphs, reports, studies, printed materials, papers, indexes, bibliographies, reading lists, clippings, course exams, programs, outlines, and press releases concerning a wide variety of topics relating to economics and statistics on which Mr. Burns had collected materials. This series is arranged in alphabetical order by the title of the subjects.

198-212  XII. PRINTED AND MANUSCRIPT MATERIALS BY OTHER WRITERS, 1926-1968. 15 containers. Articles, papers, manuscript drafts, reports, bulletins, speeches, lectures, memoranda, and statements are arranged in alphabetical order by the name of the author. Other materials found in this series include correspondence, notes, tables, charts, and outlines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box No.</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>List of Files--Arthur F. Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointments, March-April, 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointments, May-June, 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointments, July-Dec., 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Book, 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointments, 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Appointment Book, 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment Calendar, 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[Addresses]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automobile Insurance, 1957-1963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biographical Sketches, 1948-1969 (1)(2)


Blueprint for Addition to Residence, 1961

Books Ordered, 1967-1968

[Clippings, 1953, 1955, 1958]

Diet Sheet

Directions for Traveling to Ely, [Vermont], by Car, 1965

Expenses, 1958-1961

Expenses [and Receipts], 1962-1964

Expenses and Receipts, 1965-1966

Expenses, 1967


[Financial Records--Deposit Slips, 1936, 1951-1953]

Fire Insurance for New York Apartment, 1939

Hospitalization, [Insurance], 1953, 1955

Hospitalization [Insurance], 1960

Hospitalization [Insurance], 1960-1967

[Housing]--Charles H. Greenthal, 1967-1968

Miscellaneous Articles About A. F. Burns, [1953-1956] (1)-(3)

Miscellaneous Papers, 1953-1956

Personal Correspondence, 1956

Personal Correspondence, 1957

Personal Correspondence, 1958-1959
Personal Correspondence, 1960-1961
Personal Correspondence, 1962-1963
Personal Correspondence, 1964
Personal Correspondence, 1965
Personal Correspondence, 1966

5 Personal Correspondence, 1967 (1)(2)
Personal Correspondence, 1968 (1)-(3)
Photographs, 1954-1968
Press Clippings, 1953-1956 (1)(2)
Press Clippings, 1957-1965
Press Clippings, 1966-1968


6 Abramson, Adolph G. (SKF Industries Inc.)
Achinstein, Asher
Action for Transportation in N.Y. State
Adams, E. Sherman
Adelman, Irma
Agger, Eugene E.
American Bankers Association (1)(2)
American Council of Learned Societies (1)(2)
A.E.A. [American Economic Association]
American Iron and Steel Institute
American Life Convention
American Medical Association
American Motors Corporation
American Professors for Peace in the Middle East (1)(2)

7 American Statistical Association
American Stock Exchange
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. (Economic Luncheon Group)
Arad, Shimshon
Association D’Instituts Europeens de Conjecture Economique
Atlantic Council (1)-(3)
Atlantic Union, International Movement for (1)(2)
A [1934-38, 1953-68] (1)-(5)

8 A [1934-38, 1953-68] (6)-(10)
Bach, G. Lee
Bank Street College of Education (John N. Niemeyer, President)
Barber, Thomas V.
Barkin, Solomon
Barnes, Wendell B.
Barron’s
Becker, Joseph M.
Bell, Elliott
Benjamin, Edward B.
Berridge, William A.

Biddle Survey

Brookings Institution, The

Bryan, Malcolm

Burgess, Leonard R. (1)(2)

9 [Burns, David S.]

Business Council (Roger Blough, chm.)

Business Week

Business Committee for Tax Reduction in 1963 (Frazar Wilde, Vice Chairman)

Butcher and Sherrerd (Jules Altman)


California, University of

California, University of--Irvine

California, University of--Riverside

California, University of--Southern

Campbell, Glenn (Hoover Institution, Stanford Univ.)

Carnegie Institute of Technology (1)(2)

Carney, Robert B. (Admiral)

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

Chamber of Commerce of the United States (1)(2)

Chamberlain, Lawrence H.
Chicago, University of (1)-(3)

Chicago, University of--Fackler, Walter

Chicago, University of--Schultz, George P.

Christian Science Monitor

Claremont Graduate School (California)

Cochran, John A. (1)(2)

Cohan, Avery B.

Commercial and Financial Chronicle, The

Committee for Economic Development (1)-(3)

Committee for International Economic Growth

Committee for a National Trade Policy (1)-(3)

Conference of Business Economists (1)

12

Conference of Business Economists (2)

Conference on Savings and Residential Financing (M.D. Ketchum, Director)

Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.--Frazar B. Wilde and Henry R. Roberts

Cornell University

Council for Economic Growth and Security (1)(2)

Council of Economic Advisers

C.E.A. [Council of Economic Advisers]--Inter-University Case Program Study (1)(2)

Council of Economic Advisers--Heller, Walter W.

Council on Foreign Relations (1)(2)

Court, Andrew
Creamer, Daniel
Cullity, John P.
Curtis, Thomas B. (1)-(3)
Cutler, Robert

13 C [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(12)

Dartmouth College
Davis, Joseph S.
Delson, Max--Delson, Robert
DePauw University
Dobrovolsky, Sergei
Downtown Economists Luncheon Group
D [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(6)

Eisenhower, Dwight D. (1)-(10)
Eisenhower, Milton
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States
E [1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(3)

16 E [1938, 1953-1968] (4)-(7)
Factory (McGraw-Hill Publication)
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Federal Reserve Bank of New York--George Garvy
Federated Department Stores, Inc.
Federated Department Stores, Inc.--Fred Lazarus
Federated Department Stores, Inc.--Myron Silbert
Fellner, William
First National City Bank of New York
Flemming, Arthur S.
Ford Foundation
Ford Foundation--Paul Ylvisaker
Fortune
Foundation for International Research
Francis, Clarence
Freedom Inc.

17 Friedensburg F. (Deutsches Institute für Wirtschaftsforschung)
Friend, Irwin
Fund for the Republic
General Foods Corporation (1)

18 General Food Corporation (2)(3)
Glore, Forgan & Co.
Goldwater, Barry M. (U.S. Senator)
Gottlieb, Manuel
Grebler, Leo
G [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(9)

19 Harvard Business Review
Harvard University
Heinemann, Hans
Helmer, Borden (Union Carbide Corporation)
Henshaw, Richard (paper)
Hickman, W. Braddock
Hobby, Oveta Culp
Hogan, William T.
Homer, Sidney

Indiana University (Patten Foundation Visiting Professorship)
Industrial Relations Research Assoc. (Dec. 1961 program)
Inland Steel Company (Joseph Block)
International Aviation and Aerospace Exposition
International Business Machines Corp.

21 [International Business Machines Corp.]--Gregory Chow (1)(2)
IBM [International Business Machines]--William B. Ewald, Jr.
IBM [International Business Machines]--A. L. Williams
IBM [International Business Machines]--Thomas J. Watson
Institute for Mediterranean Affairs
Iowa, State University of
Israel--Business Diary (G. Alon)
Israel
I [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(4)
Jackson, Henry M.

22 Jacoby, Neil H. (1)-(3)
Janeway Publishing and Research Corp.--Janeway Letters and Newspaper Articles
Japan
Japan, Bank of
Japan Economic Research Center
Japan Economic Research Institute
Japanese Economic Mission to the U.S.--(Iwasa, Yoshizane) (1)(2)
Japan--The Fuji Bank, Limited--(Iwasa) (Segawa)
Japan--Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Economic Journal of Japan) (1)(2)
Japan--Nomura Securities Co. (& NYC Office)
Japan--Study Team of U.S. Industry (Meeting at NB, April 13, 1965)
Javits, Jacob K. (1)(2)
Javits, Citizens for Senator
Javits’ Materials (1)(2)
23  Johnson, Lyndon B.
    Johnson, Norris (First National City Bank)
    J [1934-1938, 1953-1969] (1)-(4)
    Kennedy, Jane (1)(2)
    Kennedy, John F.
    [Kilberg, Edward J.]
    Knapp, Joseph G.
    K [1935-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(4)

    Lau, Lawrence J.
    Learning Resources Institute (College of the Air: The American Economy--TV Course, 1962-1963) (1)(2)
    Lederer, Walther
    Lewis, Wilfred (1)(2)
    Life Insurance Association of America
    Life Magazine
    Livingston, Joseph A. (Philadelphia Bulletin)
    Long Island University (1)(2)
    Look Magazine
    Loomis, Sayles & Company, Inc.
    L [1934-1938, 1953-1969] (1)

Manpower, Inc.

Martin, Georges-Henri (La Tribunede Geneve)

Marx, Daniel (Dartmouth College)

May, A. Wilford (Commercial and Financial Chronicle)

McCabe, Thomas B. (Scott Paper Co.)

26 McCracken, Paul W.
    Mercurio (Prof. DeMeo)
    Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
    Meyer, John (Century Association Membership)
    Michigan State University
    Mitchell, Arnold
    Mitchell, James P. (Secretary of Labor)
    Mitchell, John (Confidential)
    Mitchell, Wesley C. (1)(2)
    Mitsubishi Economic Research Institute
    Moos, Malcolm (Ford Foundation)
    Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (1)-(5)
    Mont Pelerin Society--Membership List
    Morrison, Paul

27 M [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(12)


National Association of Business Economists
National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing
National Council for Civic Responsibility (Arthur Larson, Chrm.)
National Industrial Conference Board
National Labor Relations Board
National Planning Association
National Science Foundation (1)(2)
National Steel Corporation
Nation’s Business
Nehru, B. K.
Newcomb, Robinson
New England Counsellor (Robert S. Todd)
The New Leader (Publication)

29 New York Chamber of Commerce
New York City--Temporary Commission on City Finance
New York State--Dept. of Commerce
New York State--Dept. of Labor
New York, State of--Senate
New York Times
New York University
Newsweek
Nichols, Tom--Olin Mathieson
Nixon, Richard M. (1)-(4)
North Carolina, University of
Northwestern University (Institute for Management) [Coll. of Arts and Sciences)
Nourse, Edwin G. (1)(2)
Nutter, Warren
N [1934-1939, 1953-1968] (1)-(4)

30  N [1934-1939, 1953-1968] (5)-(10)
Ohio--Bureau of Unemployment
O’Leary Report (1)(2)
Opinion Research Corporation (1)-(3)
Oregon State University
Oshima, Harry (1)(2)
Overby, Andrew N.

31  O [1953-1968] (1)(2)
Pardridge, William (1)-(5)
Percy, C.H. (Bell and Howell Co.)
The Philadelphia Inquirer
Pike, T. P.
Porter, Sylvia (N.Y. Post)
President’s Commission on Postal Organization
Princeton University
P [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(3)

Q [1959, 1963-1964]

Ramadham, V.V. (Osmania University, India)

Randall, Clarence B.

Reder, Melvin W. (Stanford Univ.)

Rees, Albert

The Reporter

Resources for the Future, Inc.

Rice University

Riggleman, John R.

Rochester, University of

Rockefeller, David

Rockefeller, Nelson

Roose, Kenneth D.

Rutgers University (1)(2)

33 Rudge, Fred

Rugina, Dr. Anghel (1)(2)


34 R [1934-1938, 1951-1969] (12)

Sachs, Alexander (1)(2)

Saulnier, R. J. (1)(2)

Schwartz, M.H. (BGFRS)

Shere, Louis
Shiloah, Dov

Shiskin, Julius (1)-(5)

Short, Hal E.

Sigety, Charles E.

Sindlinger, Albert E.

Smith, Barney & Co. (Sanderson) (1)-(3)

35  Smith, Dan Throop

Smith, Louise

Smith, Wm. J.J.

Social Science Research Council (1)(2)

Socony Mobil OIL Co.

Standard & Poore

Stanford University (1)(2)

Stewart, Walter

Stires, Hardwick

Strauss, Lewis L.

Summerfield, Arthur

System Development Corporation

S [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(6)


Takeyama, Yasuo

Taussig, F.W. (Quarterly Journal of Economics)

Teetor, Lothair (Perfect Circle Corp.)

Thayer, Walter N.

Time, Inc.

T [1935-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(5)

U.S. Congress--Committee on Ways and Means

U.S. Congress-Congressional Gala, 6/7/66

U.S. Congress--House of Representatives (1)-(3)

U.S. Congress--Joint Economic Committee (1)(2)

U.S. Congress--Joint Economic Committee--Subcommittee on Economic Statistics

U.S. Congress--Senate (1)(2)

U.S. Gov’t.--Agriculture, Dept. of

U.S. Gov’t.--Bureau of the Budget (1)(2)

U.S. Gov’t.--Bureau of the Census

U.S. Gov’t.--Central Intelligence Agency

U.S. Gov’t.--Commerce Department

U.S. Gov’t.--Commerce Department (Business Advisory Council)

U.S. Gov’t.--Defense Department

U.S. Gov’t.--Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

U.S. Gov’t.--Federal Reserve System, Board of Governors (1)-(3)

U.S. Gov’t.--Federal Reserve System--Board of Governors--Wm. McC. Martin

U.S. Gov’t.--Health, Education, and Welfare, Dept. of
39  U.S. Gov’t.--Labor, Dept. of (1)(2)
    U.S. Gov’t.--Labor, Dept. of--Secretary Goldberg
    U.S. Gov’t.--Labor, Dept. of--Secretary W.W. Wirtz
    U.S. Gov’t.--State Department
    U.S. Gov’t.--Treasury Department (1)-(3)
    U.S. Gov’t.--Treasury Department, Federal Reserve Study of the Securities Market
    United States Savings and Loan League
    United States Steel (1)-(4)
    University of the West Indies (1)(2)
    Upjohn, W.E.; Institute for Employment Research
    U [1957-1967] (1)(2)

40  U [1958-1967] (3)
    Van Sickle, John
    Vilas, Homer A. (St. Lawrence University)
    Vining, Rutledge (1)-(3)
    Waldman
    Wall Street Journal
    Wallich, Henry C. (1)(2)
    Washington State University
    Washington, University of
    Weeks, Sinclair
Weimer, Arthur

Wickens, Aryness J.

Williams, Walter

Wills, John H.--Northern Trust Co.

41 W [1934-1938, 1953-1968] (1)-(12)


Yale University

Young, Philip [U.S. Council of the International Chamber of Commerce]

Young, Ralph A.

XYZ [1938, 1953-1969] (1)-(3)

[Miscellaneous Correspondence]

Contact File--[Individuals], 1957-1959 (1)-(4)

43 Contact File--[Individuals], 1957-1959 (5)-(9)

Contact File--[Individuals], 1960-1966 (1)(2)

Contact File--Organizations, 1956-1961, 1966 (1)-(3)

Contact File—Miscellaneous


SUBSERIES A. Manuscript Drafts and Working Papers, 1930-1964

44 Building Construction Manuscript--[First Draft] (1)-(6)

Building Construction Manuscript--[Second Draft] (1)-(5)

Building Construction Manuscript--[Third Draft] (1)-(7)
Building Construction Manuscript--[Third Draft] (8) (9)

Building Construction Manuscript--[Third Draft--Typed Copy] (1)-(10)

Building Construction Manuscript--Correspondence, Apr.-May 1960

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Additions and Alterations and Subdivisions--Book 206


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Amplitudes of Specific Cycles in Building, U.S. (1)-(4)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Building Construction and the output of Several Other [Branches of Industry]--Chart

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Building--France

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Building--Germany (1)-(3)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Building--Great Britain (1)(2)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Charts [on Construction Contracts] from Millard Hastay (1)-(3)


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Construction and National Income

[Building construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Construction as a Whole, Book 212 and 213

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Construction Costs and Interest Rates, Book 214

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Construction Work and Business Cycles (1)-(3)
[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Demolitions


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Floor Space and Value Patterns


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--List of Series Brought Up to Date

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Local Building--Books 205 and 206


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Long Cycles in Real Estate Activity (1)-(4)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Long’s Index

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Mortgage Interest Rates [for Manhattan] (1)-(6)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Number of Houses--England and London (1)(2)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Power Plants and Utilities, Book 211 (1)(2)


[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Public vs. Private
[Bldg. Construction Ms.--Working Papers]--Real Estate Board of N.Y., Inc.,
Competitive Office Buildings in Manhattan

Book 202 and 203 [Empty Folder]

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Riggleman’s Index

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Riggleman’s Regional
Indexes, U.S.--Book 203 [Empty Folder]

49 [Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Roads and Bridges, Book 210

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Shaw’s Indexes

(1)(2)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Total Building Construction,
U.S.--Book 201

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Unfinished Work (1)-(4)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--U.S., One and Two Family
Dwellings, Value

Total Building, Value

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--U.S., One and Two Family
Dwellings, Value (1)(2)

Total Residential Building, Value

[Building Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Work Folder on Building
(1)(2)

50 [Building Construction Manuscript--Background Materials]--Brooklyn Building
(1)-(3)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Background Materials]--Engineering News
Record, Contracts Awarded (1)(2)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Background Materials--Miscellaneous Graphs]

[Building Construction Manuscript--Background Materials]--Period of Construction
(1)-(3)
[Bldg. Construction Ms.--Background Materials]--Production and New Orders of Building Materials--Book 214 (1)-(3)

[Building Construction Manuscript--Background Materials]--Real Estate Surveys (1)(2)


Manuscript of Bulletin on 1927-33 [Business] Cycle--[Drafts and Galley Copy] (1)-(4)

Manuscript of Bulletin on 1927-33 [Business] Cycle--[Correspondence]


Manuscript of Bulletin on 1927-33 [Business] Cycle--Charts (1)-(3)


Manuscript of Bulletin on Cyclical Timing--[Drafts, 1938] (1)-(3)


[The Cumulation of Economic Knowledge, Manuscript--Drafts, 1947-1948] (1)-(3)

[Preface to Economic Research and the Development of Economic Science and Public Policy, Manuscript--Drafts, 1946]

53 [Measuring Business Cycles, Manuscript--Early Drafts, 1933-1939] (1)-(15)

54 [Measuring Business Cycles, Manuscript--Early Drafts, 1933-1939] (16)-(33)
[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Amplitudes


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Charts for Ch. III

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Completed Series--for Analysis

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Cycle Bases and Conformity, Ch. 2]

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Cyclical Patterns, Ch. 2] (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Discussion with M. Abramovitz on Annual Conformity Measures


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Effects of Smoothing: Revision, Ch. III [Ch. VIII] (1)-(4)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Equilibrium Concept, [Ch. III]

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Erratic Movements, Ch. XIII [Ch. XII] (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Influence of Extreme Items, Ch. X [Ch. XII]

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Extreme Items--Influence on Averages (Ch. X [Ch. XII]--Old Notes)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Identifying and Dating Specific Cycles, Ch. IV]

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Limitations of the Technique, Ch. XIV [Ch. III] (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Limitations of Technique--Timing Memorandum (1)(2)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Measures of Secular Change--
Technique (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Measurement of Random Perturbations--Indexes of Correspondence

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Measurement of Random Perturbations--Indexes of Correspondence and Amplitude Index (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Memoranda on Technique (1)(2)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Mitchell: Business Cycles and Results of Business Study (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Mitchell’s Notes, Ch. XI (1)(2)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Notes, Correspondence, and Tables], Chapter V (1)(2)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers--Positive versus Inverted Analysis, Ch. V]


[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Revisions of Ch. X (Ch. XII) (1)

64 [Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Revisions of Ch. X (Ch. XII) (2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Seasonal Adjustments: War Technique (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Seasonal Movements

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Seasonal Variations

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Secular Changes: Ch. X--Pre-War and Later Cycles (Revised) (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Smoothing, Ch. VIII (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Sources for B.C. Ms.--Tables and Charts (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Stable Features of Cycles, Ch. X [Ch. XII] (1)(2)


65 [Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Summaries--Arrats--Table B2 (1)-(8)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Summary Tables (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Tables for A.F. Burns (1)-(6)

66 [Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Tests of Cyclical Stability, Ch. III [Ch. XII] (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variability of Cyclical Behavior--Revised, Ch. IX

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis--[Averages of Subgroups] (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Wkg. Papers]--Variance Analysis: Internat’l Differences, Duration of Bus. Cycles, Old Notes, Ch. VIII

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Juglar Cycles, Ch. XI (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Kitchin’s Cycles, Ch. IX (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Long, Ch. XI (1)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis Long Waves in Prices, Ch. XI (1)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Long Waves in Prices, Ch. XI (2) (3)


[Measuring Business Cycles--Wkg. Papers]--Variance Analysis: Prices Marked Off by Severe Depressions, Ch. IX [Ch. XI] (1)-(6)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Wkg. Papers]--Variance Analysis: Secular Chgs., Ch. X (old Ch. VIII)--Discarded (1)(2)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Secular Changes (Ch. X) (old Ch. VIII)---Revised (1)-(3)

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Variance Analysis: Wardwell, [Charles A.R.], Ch. XI

[Measuring Business Cycles--Working Papers]--Weighted Versus Unweighted Means

[Measuring Business Cycles--Background Materials]--Long Cycles

[Measuring Business Cycles--Background Materials]--Seasonal Variations

[Production Tends in the United States Since 1870, Manuscript--Draft] (1)-(4)

[Production Trends in the United States Since 1870--Reviews]

Railroad Construction Manuscript (Chap. IV)--[Original Copy and Drafts] (1)-(5)

Railroad Construction Manuscript (Chap. IV)--[Original Copy and Drafts] (6)-(13)

Railroad Construction [Manuscript--Working Papers]--Basic Series Descriptions (1)-(4)

[Railroad Const. Manuscript--Wkg. Papers]--Development of Railroad Construction--[Charts, Tables, and Corres.] (1)(2)

Railroad Construction [Manuscript--Working Papers]--Duration and Amplitude

[Railroad Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Foreign Building (1)(2)

[Railroad Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--French Railroads (1)(2)

Railroad Construction [Manuscript--Working Papers]--Long Cycles

Railroad Construction Manuscript--[Working Papers--Notes and Tables]

[Railroad Construction Manuscript--Working Papers--Railroad Mileage Built--U.S.

[Railroad Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]--Railroad Porters

[Railroad Construction Manuscript--Working Papers]---Supplemental Data and Charts (1)-(3)

Railroad Construction [Manuscript--Working Papers]--Timing (1)-(3)

Railroad Construction [Manuscript--Working Papers]--Timing and Conformity (1)(2)

Newspaper Articles, New York Herald Tribune, 1930-1931


[Review of Gerhard Tintner’s Prices in the Trade Cycle (1935)]

“Production During the American Business Cycle of 1927-1933,” National Bureau of Economic Research, Bull. 61, Nov. 9, 1936


[“The Instability of Consumer Spending,” May 1952---N.B.E.R.]

[“Business Cycle Research and the Needs of Our Times,” Annual Meeting of Board of Directors, NBER, Mar. 2, 1953]


[“Note for 70th Anniversary,” Bureau of Labor Statistics, c. 1954]


Prosperity Without Inflation--Draft lectures, 1957

Prosperity Without Inflation--Contract with Fordham University and Royalty Statements, 1957-1966

Prosperity Without Inflation--Correspondence, 1957-1959, 1962, 1965 (1)-(4)

Prosperity Without Inflation--Distribution, 1957-1958

[Prosperity Without Inflation--Preface to Japanese Translation, 1958]

“How to Check Recessions and Foster Real Growth,” Reprinted from The Commercial And Financial Chronicle, April 21, 1960

Quotes for Time story, April 1960


[Draft of Unpublished Article on India, January 1962]

Articles for New Year’s Editions of Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 1963 and 1964


“Heller’s ‘New Dimensions of Political Economy’,” Reprint from The National Banking Review, June 1967 (1)(2)

“Government Finance and Economy” (Sept. 1967)--Lawrence Fertig [Column] (1)(2)

[Reply to Questions by Hans Martin Koelle, Financial Correspondent to Die Welt, Oct. 7, 1968]

Business Cycle Article for International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences--Mimeo Copy and Master Copy, 1965-68 (1)(2)
Business Cycle Article for *International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences*--Mimeo Copy and Master Copy, 1965-68 (3)-(8)


[The Role of N.B.E.R. in American Economics--Note to Joseph H. Willits, c 1960's]

SERIES V. SPEECHES, TALKS, AND LECTURES, 1939-1968.

“Scientific Method and Business Cycles,” [Talk, Jan. 15, 1939]

[“Origin and Development of Business Cycles,” Lecture Notes, c. 1941]

[Eulogy for Wesley C. Mitchell, 1948]

[“Wesley Mitchell and the National Bureau,” Talk before Directors of N.B.E.R., 1948] (1)(2)

[Notes for Speech on Wesley C. Mitchell, 1949]


[“Business Cycle Formation,” c 1940’s]

[Speech Notes on the Role of the National Bureau of Economic Research, c 1940's]


[“Future Business,” Notes and Tables on Talk, c 1950]

[“The Struggle Against Totalitarianism,” Mar. 7, 1951, NYC]

[Notes for Talk at Meeting of Conference of Business Economists, Dec. 7, 1951]

Discussion of Father Cronin’s Paper, Catholic Economic Association, [Dec. 29, 1951]
[“The Struggle Against Communism,” Talk, c 1951]


[“The Consumption Function and the Keynesian System,”] “Economics in Action” Speech, July 23, 1952

Government Activity, etc.--[Notes and Background Papers for Speech, Dec. 28, 1952]

[“Current Economic Situation,” c 1952]

[Summary of Discussion Meeting with Business Leaders, June 30, 1953]

[“A Program for Prosperity,” Address Delivered at Philadelphia Bulletin Forum, Mar, 9, 1954]


“National Economic Problems,” [Speech at] Industrial College [of the Armed Forces], April 2, 1954

[Talk on Economic Situation Before Cabinet Meeting, April 9, 1954]


[“The Challenge of Economic Fluctuations,” Address, Columbia University, New York City, May 26, 1954]

[Talk on Economic Situation Before White House Staff, May 28, 1954]

Press Conference, June 8, 1954

75 [Report on Federal Actions to Stimulate the Economy, Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, June 11, 1954]
Speech [on Economic Recession] at Harvard University--[Notes, c mid-1954]


[“The State of the Economy at Mid-Year,” Talk Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, July 23, 1954]

[Remarks on Economic Situation Given at Cabinet Meeting, July 29, 1954]

[“Role of Government in Moderating Business Fluctuations,”] Talk at Commercial Club of Chicago, Sept. 21, 1954

[“What is the Role of Gov’t. in Moderating Bus. Fluctuation,”] Speech to the Economic Club of Detroit, Oct. 18, 1954


[Talk on U.S. Economy Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 19, 1954]

[“Preliminary Thoughts on Economic Legislation,” Intended for Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 3, 1954 (Not Given)]


[Talk on Government Policy on Residential Mortgage Financing, Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, Mar. 4, 1955]

[“Report on First Quarter of 1955,” Given at Cabinet Meeting, April 1, 1955]

[“Economic Situation,” Talk at Chicago University, April 7, 1955]

Interview with U.S. News and World Report, May 6, 1955 (1)(2)


[Talk on Consumer Debt, Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, May 27, 1955]


[Third Quarter Economic Report, Given at Cabinet Meeting, Sept. 30, 1955]

[“The Challenge of Prosperity,” Address before the Chamber of Commerce of State of New York, NYC, Oct. 6, 1955]

[Program for Assistance to Depressed Localities, Talk Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 14, 1955]


[Program for Assistance to Depressed Localities, Talk Delivered at Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 28, 1955]


[Address on Bus.-Cycle Policy of Govt. At School of Bus. Adm., Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, Mar. 1, 1956]

[Recent Economic Developments, Talk Given at Cabinet Meeting, Mar. 23, 1956]

[“The First Decade Under the Employment Act,” Address before Chamber of Commerce of Bayonne, N.J., April 16, 1956]

[Talk on Interest Rates, Given at Cabinet Meeting, April 20, 1956]

[Address before St. Albans School for Boys, May 11, 1956]

[“Some Observations on the Problem of Inflation,” Address, Boston, Mass., May 21, 1956]

[Talk on State of U.S. Economy, given at Cabinet Meeting, June 1, 1956]

[Remarks Before the Small Business Administration’s National Council of Consultants, Sept. 26, 1956]

[“The Widening of Economic Opportunity,” Address at Parents Day Assembly, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, Oct. 5, 1956]

[“The Economic Outlook,”] BAC [Business Advisory Council] Talk, Nov. 9, 1956

[Talk on Credit Restraint at Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 16, 1956]
[Notes for Talk on Economy at Cabinet Meeting, c 1956]

[“Effects of Public Debt on Economy,” Talk at Cabinet Meeting, c 1955-1956]

[“The Economist and the Making of Policy” Notes of Talk Given at Columbia Univ., Mar. 12, 1957] (1)(2)

“The Threat of Inflation,” Notes for Address at UCLA [Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles], April 1, 1957

Talk [on the Council of Economic Advisers] Before the Economic Department at Columbia University, May 8, 1957


“The Recent Inflation in Perspective,: Lecture I, [Aug. 1947]--Manuscript and Notes (1)(2)

“The Recent Inflation in Perspective,” Lecture I, [July-Aug. 1957--Background Materials and Correspondence] (1)(2)

[“The Management of Prosperity,”] Lecture II, [1957--Outline and] Notes (1)(2)

[“The Management of Prosperity,” Lecture II, [1957--Background Materials]


[“Monetary Policy for Coping with Inflation,” Notes on Talk at Conference of Business Economists, Nov. 1957]

[“Problems of Creeping Inflation,”] Lecture IV, [1947--Manuscript and Notes]

[“The Current Business Recession,”] Address at the University of Chicago, Mar. 22, 1958--[Drafts and Notes] (1)-(4)

[“The Current Business Recession,”] Address at the University of Chicago, Mar. 22, 1958—[Correspondence] (1)-(3)

[Address Given at Carnegie Institute, April 22, 1958]

“Monetary Policy and the Threat of Inflation,” American Assembly Address, Oct. 18, 1958 (1)-(3)

[Department of Labor Statistical Program, Nov. 1958--Notes and Background Materials]


“Progress Towards Economic Stability,” AEA Presidential Address, Dec. 28, 1959--Correspondence (1)(2)


[Discussion of Papers on the Study of Business Cycles by Gordon and Koopmans, c 1950's]

[“Aims of the Conference,”] Statement at Conference, Committee on a National Trade Policy, Jan. 27, 1960

Talk at Dept. of Labor, Feb. 18, 1960

“Inflation and Economic Progress,” Address at Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, Mar. 31, 1960 (1)(2)

“The Expansion of Economic Opportunity,” Convocation Address at the University of Chicago, Sept. 2, 1960 (1)(2)


Reading List--[Economics Courses--1960]


“The New Stagnation Theory and Current Ec. Policies,” Address, Univ. of Chicago,
Apr. 21, 1961--[File Copy and Reprints]


Interview Published in U.S. News and World Report, April 24, 1961

“World Competition and the American Economy,” Address, Iron & Steel Inst., [NYC], May 25, 1961 (1)-(3)


[Comments on Papers Presented Before the Industrial Relations Research Assoc., Dec. 28, 1961]


“Planning for Economic Growth in the United States,” Lecture at DePauw University, April 27, 1962--(File Copy)


[“Planning for Economic Growth in the U.S.,”] Lecture at DePauw Univ., April 27, 1962--Permission to Reprint

Notes for Testimony on July 30, 1962, Before the Committee on Ways and Means


“Some Reflections on the Employment Act,” [Address at ASA Meeting], Sept. 7,
1962--Correspondence (1)(2)


Comments on Papers by Berle and Reuther at Convocation of Fund for the Republic, Jan. 22, 1963


“Are Taxes Holding Us Back?” Transcript of TV Program [Discussion with C. Brown and Gabriel Hauge], Feb. 19, 1963

“Economics and Our Public Policy of Full Employment,” Lecture at Rice Univ., April 18, 1963 (1)(2)

“Economics and Our Public Policy of Full Employment,” Rice University Lecture, April 18, 1963--Correspondence (1)(2)

“Economics and Our Public Policy of Full Employment,” [Rice Univ. Lecture,] April 18, 1963--Permission to Reprint

[“Planning for Economic Growth in the United States,”] TV Lecture for College of the Air, [c Apr.-May 1963]

[“How I Became an Economist,” Comments at Seminar,] University of Rochester, May 16, 1963

List of Notes for Lectures and Speeches in NB File, [1963]


“The Federal Tax Cut and the National Economy,” Address Delivered at Oregon State University, June 10, 1964 (1)(2)

[“The Federal Tax Cut and the National Economy,”] Address, Oregon St. Univ., June 10, 1964--Perm. to Reprint

“The Usefulness of Wage and Price Guidelines,” Univ. of Iowa, Nov. 10, 1964--[Master Copy and Galley] (1)-(3)

“The Usefulness of Wage and Price Guidelines,” Univ. of Iowa, Nov. 10, 1964--[Corres. and Distribution] (1)(2)

“The Usefulness of Wage and Price Guidelines,” Univ. of Iowa, Nov. 10, 1964--[Perm. to Reprint]

[Interview Published in Christian Science Monitor, Feb. 25, 1965]


Talk [on State of U.S. Economy] in Chicago, May 1965

[The Mgmt. of Prosperity], Fairless Lectures, [Carnegie Inst.], Oct.-Nov. 1965--Page Proof, Galley, and Master Copy (1)(2)

82 [The Mgmt. of Prosperity], Fairless Lectures, [Carnegie Inst.], Oct.-Nov. 1965--Page Proof, Galley, and Master Copy (3) (4)

[The Mgmt. of Prosperity], Fairless Lectures, [Carnegie Inst.], Oct.-Nov. 1965--Mimeograph Copies (1)-(4)


83 [The Mgmt. of Prosperity, Fairless Lectures, Carnegie Inst., Oct.-Nov. 1965--Lecture I, Background] (1)-(3)

[The Mgmt. of Prosperity, Fairless Lectures, Carnegie Inst., Oct.-Nov. 1965--Lecture II, Background] (1)-(10)

III, Background]

84 Japanese Lectures--[Economic Policy and Unemployment, c 1965]

Comments at Economic Symposium, Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., Feb. 9, 1966 (1)(2)


Address at Breakfast Meeting of Republican Conference of the House of Representatives, July 20, 1966


“Crosscurrents in Our Economy Today,” Interview for The Biddle Survey, Dec. 20, 1966 (1)(2)

Answers to New York Times Questions in Year-End Economic Forecast Special Section (Jan. 9, 1967)

Statement Before the Joint Economic Committee, Feb. 15, 1967--[Master Copy, Page Proofs, and Published Article]

Statement Before the Joint Economic Committee, Feb. 15, 1967--[Correspondence and Distribution] (1)(2)


SERIES VI. FOREIGN TRAVEL SERIES, 1958-1968

88 Visit to Spain, June-July 1958 (1)-(3)
Spain, [June-July 1958]--Dr. Burns' Report to Spanish Government
Spain, [June-July 1958, May 1960]--[Correspondence with] John P. Robinson
Visit to Israel, July 1958
Czechoslovakia--Conference, June 1960 (AFB did not attend)
Spain--Cancelled Trip, 1960
London, India, and Pakistan [Dec. 1960-Feb. 1961]--Correspondence and Addresses (1)-(4)
[India, Jan.-Feb. 1961--Lecture Notes and Schedules]
India--Materials from ICA [Preparation for Visit in Jan.-Feb. 1961]
India--Dr. Burns' Memorandum on Trip [Jan.-Feb. 1961]

89 [Japan, March-April 1962]--Addresses, Itinerary, and Correspondence
Poland, 1963
[Russia]--Lecture, Moscow, Sept. 1963
Russian Trip, September 1963--[Correspondence] (1)-(3)
Greece, Aug. 27-Sept. 9, 1964--Correspondence
Greece, September 1964--Conference on the New University at Patras--[Reports and Minutes] (1)-(5)

90 Greece, September 1964--Conference on the New University at Patras--[Reports and Minutes] (6)-(8)
Japan, 1965--[Itinerary, Addresses, and General Correspondence]

Japan, 1965--Lecture Notes

Japan, 1965--Rikkyo University--[Proposal and Correspondence (Nishiyama)] (1)(2)

Japan, 1965--[The Oriental Economist, Article in]

Germany, 1965--(State Department Correspondence)

Israel, 1956--[General Correspondence, Addresses, and Schedule]


91 [Japan], 1966--Rikkyo University--Correspondence (Nishiyama) (1)-(3)

Japan, [1966]--Rikkyo University--Ford Foundation--Burns' Report & Expense Account

Japan, 1966--The Oriental Economist, [Article in]

[Foreign Trip (Europe and Asia), 1966--Department of State Travel Kit]

Foreign Trip (Europe and Asia), 1966--[General] Correspondence (1)(2)

[Foreign Trip (Europe and Asia)], 1966--J.Y. Bryan (State Department)--Correspondence (1)(2)

Foreign Trip [(Europe and Asia)], 1966, Notes on

Foreign [Trip (Europe and Asia), 1966]--Reports, [Schedules, and Addresses] (1)(2)

Poland, 1966

[England, June 1967--Ditchley Found.--Conf. on] Price and Income Policies--[Schedule, Reports, and Background Materials] (1)

92 [England, June 1967--Ditchley Found.--Conf. on] Price and Income Policies—[Schedule, Reports, and Background Materials] (2)-(4)
England, June 1967--Ditchley Found.--[Correspondence, Newsletter, and Reports] (1)(2)

England, June 1967--[General Correspondence] (1)(2)

[European Trip, Oct 1968--Correspondence and Itinerary]

European Trip, Oct 1968, Notes on

[European Trip, October 1968]--France--[Background Materials] (1)(2)

[European Trip, October 1968]--Germany--[Background Materials] (1)(2)

[European Trip, October 1968]--Hungary--Cancelled

[European Trip, October 1968]--Italy--[Background Materials] (1)

[European Trip, October 1968]--Italy--[Background Materials] (2)

[European Trip, October 1968]--Switzerland--[Background Materials]

[European Trip, October 1968]--United Kingdom--[Background Material] (1)-(3)

SERIES VII. COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS SERIES, 1953-1956

SUBSERIES A. office of the Chairman, 1953-1956

94 Appointments Correspondence [re C.E.A. Positions], 1953-1955 (1)(2)

[Council of Economic Advisers, Appraisal of--1953] (1)(2)

[Council of Economic Advisers, Public Relations of]

[Council of Economic Advisers, Role of--1955-1956]

[Economic Luncheon (Telephone) Group, 1953-1955]

Legislation Having Significant Economic Implications, 1955 (1)-(3)

Legislation Having Significant Economic Implications, 1956 (1)-(4)

95 Letters of Recommendation by A. F. Burns, 1953-1956 (1)(2)
Nomination and Confirmation as Chairman of C.E.A., 1953

Notes on Legislative and Administrative Actions, 1955

Notes on Legislative and Administrative Actions, 1956 (1)(2)


Resignation from C.E.A., 1956 (1)-(4)

CORRESPONDENCE AND RELATED MATERIALS, 1953-1956

SUBSERIES B. Federal Government

96 Bureau of the Budget--re Evaluation of Water Resources Projects, 1953

Bureau of the Budget--Press Releases, 1954

Bureau of the Budget--re Statistical Programs, 1953 (1)(2)

Bureau of the Budget--re Statistical Programs, 1954 (1)-(4)

Congressional Correspondence, 1953

Congressional Correspondence, 1954 (1)(2)

Congressional Correspondence, 1955 (1)(2)

Congressional Correspondence, 1956 (1)(2)

Department of Commerce--Speeches, 1953

97 Department of Commerce--Speeches and Articles, 1954-1956 (1)(2)

Department of the Post Office, 1954-1956 (1)(2)

Department of the Treasury, 1953

Department of the Treasury, 1954 (1)(2)

Department of the Treasury, 1955

Department of the Treasury, 1956 (1)(2)
Executive Branch Liaison Office--Fact Papers, 1953

Executive Branch Liaison Office--Fact Papers, 1954 (1)-(4)

Executive Branch Liaison Office--Fact Sheets, 1955 (1)-(3)

Executive Branch Liaison Office--Fact Sheets, 1956

Federal Reserve Board Correspondence, 1953

Federal Reserve Board Correspondence, 1954

Federal Reserve Board Correspondence, 1955 (1)(2)

Federal Reserve Board Correspondence, 1955 (1)(2)

Federal Reserve Board [Background] Reports, 1956 (1)-(3)

Interdepartmental Committees--Advisory Board on Economic Growth and Stability, 1953 (1)-(4)

Interdepartmental Committees--Advisory Board for Economic Growth and Stability, 1954 (1)-(5)

Interdepartmental Committees--Advisory Board on Economic Growth and Stability, 1955 (1)-(4)

Interdepartmental Committees--Advisory Board on Economic Growth and Stability, 1956 (1)

Interdepartmental Committees--Advisory Board on Economic Growth and Stability, 1956 (2)

Interdepartmental Committees--Committee for Economic Development, 1953 (1)-(6)

Interdepartmental Committees--Stabilization Devices Committee, 1948-1949 (1)-(4)

National Bureau of Economic Research--Correspondence, 1953 (1)(2)

National Bureau of Economic Research--Correspondence, 1953 (3)-(7)
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Industrial College of the Armed Forces--Board of Advisers--Biographies (1)(2)

Industrial College of the Armed Forces--[Correspondence, 1958-1965] (1)-(4)

[Industrial College of the Armed Forces--Ground-Breaking Ceremony, Dec. 17, 1958]

Industrial College [of the Armed Forces--Reports and Printed Materials, 1958-1964] (1)-(3)

150 Industrial College [of the Armed Forces--Reports and Printed Materials, 1958-1964] (4)-(6)

National Goals Commission, [1959-1960] (1)(2)

National Security Council, [1959-1960]

New York State Commission on Economic Expansion--Correspondence, [1959-1961] (1)(2)

New York State Commission on Economic Expansion--Minutes [of Meetings, 1959-1960]

New York State Commission on Economic Expansion--Staff Papers, [1959-1960]
151 New York State Commission on Economic Expansion--Staff Papers, [1959-1960] (7)-(13)

New York State Committee on the Minimum Wage--[Reports and Correspondence, 1964] (1)-(5)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Conference, White House, on National Economic Issue, May 1962 (1)(2)

152 President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Conference on Fiscal and Monetary Policy, Nov. 15, 1962 (1)-(3)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Conference]--Swedish Visitors, October 2, 1962

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--Elliott V. Bell (Resigned 12/64)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--John T. Connor (chairman, 1965)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Corres.]--Expense Accts. and Salary Statemts., [1961-1966] (1)(2)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--Henry Ford, [1961-1963]

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--Edward Gudeman (Executive Director, 7/62 to 2/63)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--Luther H. Hodges (chairman--6/64)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Correspondence]--President Johnson

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence, Misc. [1961-1964]

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Corres., Misc., Recd. From Interested Individuals, [1961-1965]
President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Corres.]--Notices of Meetings and Agenda, [1961-1965] (1)(2)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--James J. Reynolds (Exec. Dir., 1963-1966)


President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-management Policy--Correspondence--Thomas J. Watson, [1961-1962]

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Correspondence--W. Willard Wirtz (chairman, 8/63 to 6/64)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Executive Order, Press Releases, and List of Members, [1961-66]

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Meeting with CEA, Dec. 10, 1962

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Memoranda, [1961-1963]

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Memoranda/Misc. Reports]--Future Work of the Committee, 12/7/62


President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--[Memoranda/Misc. Reports]--W.W. Heller, “Meet the Press” Interview, 2/10/63


President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--[Memoranda/Misc. Reports]--Recommendations by the Sec. of Commerce on Maritime Labor Policies, [1962]

President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--[Memoranda/Misc. Reports]--Special Subcomm. on Railway Dispute, [1963]

President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--[Memoranda/Misc. Reports]--Statements to the Pres. on Taxes, and Unemployment (2/6/63)
President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Memoranda/Misc.
Reports]--Swedish Materials, [1962-1963] (1)-(3)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--Minutes [of
Meetings, 1961-1964] (1)-(4)

President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Reading Materials]-
-Articles, Papers, etc. [1959-1961] (1)-(3)

154 President’s Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy--[Reading Materials]-
-Articles, Papers, etc., [1959-1961] (4)-(6)

[President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Management Policy--Reading Materials--
Information Portfolio for Jell-o Employees, 1962]

[President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy]--Reading Materials--Problems of
Ec. Power in Labor and Product Markets, 1962 (1)-(5)

President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--[Reading Materials]--Writings on
Wages, Prices, Productivity, Employment, Growth, and Automation, [1959-1960]
(1)(2)

President’s Adv. Comm. on Labor-Mgmt. Policy--Subcomm. No. 1--Free and
Responsible Collective Bargaining and Industrial Peace--Drafts [of Report, 1961-
1962] (1)(2)

155 PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 1--Free and Responsible Collective Bargaining and

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 1--Free and Responsible Collective Bargaining and
Industrial Peace--Final Report, May 1, 1962 (1)(2)

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 1--Reading Materials

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 2--Ec. Growth and Unemplmt.--[Drafts of Report, 1961-
62] (1)-(3)

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 2--Fiscal and Monetary Policy--[Drafts of Report and
Working Papers, 1962]

1962

PACLMP--[Subcomm. No. 3]--Manpower and Automation--[Reports and Statements], 1964

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 3--Automation--Selected Bibliography

PACLMP--[Subcomm. No. 3]--Automation, Technological Change, [1961, 1964-65] (1)(2)

156 PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 4--[Policies Designed to Ensure that Am. Products are Competitive in World Mkt.]--Corres. And Comments, [1962] (1)(2)

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 4--[Policies Designed to Ensure that Am. Products are Competitive in World Markets]--Early Drafts, [1961-62] (1)-(3)

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 4--Policies Designed to Ensure that Am. Products are Competitive in World Markets--[Final Report], October 4, 1962

PACLMP--Subcomm. No. 5--Sound Wages and Price Policies--[1961-63] (1)-(4)

PACLMP--Subcomm. on Corporate Pension Funds, [1963]

PACLMP--[Subcomm. on Corp. Pension funds]--Report of President’s Comm. on Corporate Pension Funds, etc. 1962-65 (1)(2)

157 PACLMP--[Subcomm. on Corp. Pension Funds]--Report of President’s Comm. on Corporate Pension Funds, etc. 1962-65 (3)-(5)

PACLMP--[Subcomm. on Corp. Pension Funds]--Report to Pres. on Recommendations by the Cabinet Comm., 1963 (1)-(4)

PACLMP--Unemployment/Manpower--CEA’s Statement before Subcomm. on Employment and Manpower, October 28, 1963

PACLMP--Unemployment/Manpower--Disc. Paper on Automation, Productivity, and Manpower Problems, 1964 (1)-(3)

PACLMP--[Unemployment/Manpower]--Manpower Report, 1963 (1)(2)

158 [PACLMP--Unemployment/Manpower--Manpower Report, 1964]

PACLMP--[Unemployment/Manpower]--Report to Pres. of Comm. on Youth and Employment, 1963
PACLMP--[Unemployment/Manpower]--Unemployment and Kaiser Steel Materials, 1962-63 (1)(2)

Rutgers University Advisory [Board of the Research] Council, [1957-1962] (1)-(3)

White House Conference on Exports, September 1963

White House Meeting of Refugees, [May 1959]
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159 Academy of Political Science--Advisory Committee, [1963-1964]

Academy of Political Science--Aims and Proposals--Extension of Activities, etc. [1964]

Academy of Political Science--Board of Directors’ Meeting, Feb. 6, 1968

Academy of Political Science--Dr. Arthur Burns

Academy of Political Science--By-Laws

Academy of Political Science--Robert H. Connery [Executive Director, Beginning 7/1/66] (1)-(3)

Academy of Political Science--Dr. Ben Scott Custer [Executive Director, resigned 7/1/66] (1)(2)

Academy of Political Science--Officers and Directors, [1962-1964]

[Academy of Political Science]--Directors, Nominations for, [1962-1963]

Academy of Political Science--Financial Statements, [1959-1968] (1)(2)

Academy of Political Science--General Correspondence, [1963-1968] (1)(2)

Academy of Political Science--Malcolm Moos’ Memorandum, 2/8/66

Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, April 13, 1959

Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, April 29, 1960

Academy of Political Science--Fall Meeting, November 1961
Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, 5/8/63 (1)

Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, 5/8/63 (2)
Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, 5/5/64
Academy [of Political Science]--Spring Meeting, 4/14/65
Academy of Political Science--Spring Meeting, April 13, 1966
Academy [of Political Science]--Memorandum on Future Program of the Academy, 1965
Academy of Political Science--Minutes [and Agendas, 1962-1966]
Academy of Political Science--Political Science Quarterly, [1960-1968] (1)(2)
Academy of Political Science--[Annual] Reports [of the President, 1963-1965]
Academy of Political Science--75 Years by Lindsay Rogers (Published in Proceedings, May 1957)

[Advisory Committee on Study of Saving Process and Capital Market, 1948]
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1955

[Calvin Bullock, Ltd.]--Brown V. Bullock (Court Action), [1960-1964] (1)-(5)

Calvin Bullock, Ltd.--Correspondence, [1947-1969] (1)-(7)


Century Association, [1960-1968]
Columbia University--Burns, Arthur F.--Correspondence, [1953-1968] (1)-(3)

Columbia University--Burns, Arthur F.--Correspondence, [1953-1968] (4)-(10)
Columbia University--Burns, Arthur F.--Reading Assignments--Examinations--Grades, [1960-1968]
Columbia University--Ad Hoc Committees

Columbia University--The American Assembly (1)(2)

Columbia University--American Association of University Professors

[Columbia University]--Association of the Alumni of Columbia College--Alexander Hamilton Medal Nominating Committee

Columbia University--Columbia Journal of World Business

163  [Columbia University]--Columbia Journal of World Business--Meeting, April 10, 1965

[Columbia University]--Columbia University Forum (Publication)

Columbia University--Committee on Growth and Development

Columbia University--Committee on Instruction

Columbia University--Doctoral Program Committee Report

Columbia University--Faculty Committee on Honors

Columbia University--Graduate Economics Society

Columbia University--Graduate School of Business (General Corres.) (1)(2)

Columbia University--Journal of International Affairs

Columbia University—National Alumni Program (1966)

Columbia University--Students--A

Columbia University--Students--B

Columbia University--Students-Bellan, Ruben C.

Columbia University--Students-Birnbaum, Jerry L.

Columbia University--Students-C thru E (1)(2)

Columbia University--Student--Elson, Robert Anthony
Columbia University--Students--Flash, Edward S. (1)(2) [Burns’ on CEA’s role & operations]
Columbia University--Students--Frazer, William J. (1)-(7)
Columbia University--Students--Friedman, Charles S. (1)(2)
Columbia University--Students--G
Columbia University--Students--H
Columbia University--Students--Hirsch, Abraham and Eva Boenheim Hirsch (1) [dissertation on Wesley C. Mitchell]
Columbia University--Students--Hirsch, Abraham and Eva Boenheim Hirsch (2) (3)
Columbia University--Students--J
Columbia University--Students--K
Columbia University--Students--L
Columbia University--Students--M (1)(2)
Columbia University--Students--Nurnberg, Hugo (1)(2)
Columbia University--Students--O
Columbia University--Students--Ohrenstein, R.A.
Columbia University--Students--Okova, Shadrach N.
Columbia University--Students--P
Columbia University--Students--R
Columbia University--Students--S (1)(2)
Columbia University--Students--Schoenman, Jean-Claude (1)-(3)
Columbia University--Students--Shah, V.C. (India)
Columbia University--Students--Silverman, Alan

Columbia University--Students--T

Columbia University--Students--V-Z (1)(2)

Columbia University--Students--Vaughan, Olive

Columbia University--Students--Wilson, Thomas

Columbia University--Trumbull Society

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Barger, Harold

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Beckhart, B. Haggott (1)(2)

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Brown, Courtney (Graduate School of Business) (1)(2)

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Chamberlain, Lawrence H.

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Diamond, [Sigmund]

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Ginzberg, Eli

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Harriss, Lowell C.

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Hart, Albert G.

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Hopkins, T.K. (Council for Research in the Social Science)

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Kenen, Peter B.

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Kirk, Grayson

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Lekachman, Robert

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Mosley, Philip E.

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Nakamura, James I

Columbia University--[University Staff]--Shoup, Carl S.
Columbia University--[University Staff]--Vickery, William S.

Commission on National Goals, [1959]

Committee for International Growth--Conference Report and Proceedings, [1958]

[Committee on Research into Consumer Attitudes and Behavior--Minutes and Program, Sept. 1952]

Critical Issues Council (Sponsored by Republican Citizens Committee), [1963-1964] (1)-(3)

Eisenhower College, [1965]

Freedom House Bookshelf, [1965]

Freedom House--Correspondence, Reports, [Minutes, and Papers, 1965-1969] (Dr. Burns Elected Trustee, Feb. 1966) (1)-(4)

Freedom House--Program, [1965]

Friends of Sooshow, [1966-1968]

House Republican Conference (Prendergast, etc.), [1966-1967]

[Keating for Senator Committee]--1964 Elections

Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York--Correspondence [1957-1969] (1)-(4)


[Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York--Notebook of Background Documents and Information, 1957, 1968] (3)

Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York--Registration Statement to be Filed with S.E.C. (1966) (1)(2)
[Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York--Study of Future Earnings, 1958]

National Commission on Money and Credit (Committee for Economic Development), [1957-1958] (1)-(3)

[Nixon for President, 1960]--Nixon Materials

[Nixon for President, 1960]--Nixon Staff--Rita Hauser

[Nixon for President, 1960]--Nixon Staff--W.H. Peterson (1)(2)

[Nixon for President, 1960]--Nixon Staff--James Shepley

[Nixon for President, 1960]--Scholars for Nixon [and Lodge]--L.L. Fuller (S.E. McCaffrey) (1)(2)

Nixon for President Committee, 1968 (1)

170 Nixon for President Committee, 1968 (2)

[Nixon for President Committee, 1968]--Nixon Staff--Martin Anderson

Princeton University Advisory Council [of the Department of Economics and Sociology, 1957]

Republican Citizens Committee, [1962-1964] (1)(2)

Republican National Committee, [1960-1968] (1)(2)

Rockefeller Brothers Fund--Special Studies Project, [1957-1961] (1)(2)

Rockefeller Brothers Fund--Special Studies Project--Labor Study (David Rockefeller), [1966-1968] (1)-(3)

Rockefeller Brothers Fund--Special Studies Project--Papers for Subpanel IV, [1956-1957] (1)-(5)

171 Rockefeller Brothers Fund--Special Studies Project--Papers for Subpanel IV, [1956-1957] (6)

Rockefeller Meetings and Papers, [1963-1964] (1)-(7)

[Scranton for President Committee]--1964 Elections
Sloan Foundation--Committee of Review--Challenge Magazine (NYU) (1)(2)

Sloan Foundation--Special Correspondence--Warren Weaver--Philanthropy Study, [1964-1965]

Swarthmore--Board of Managers, [1958-1962]

Tax Foundation, Inc.--[Correspondence, 1962-1968] (1)

172 Tax Foundation, Inc.--[Correspondence, 1962-1968] (2)-(6)


Tax Foundation, Inc.--Minutes and Reports, [1961-1968] (1)-(3)


Twentieth Century Fund--Board of Trustees--Annual Meetings--Minutes, [1960-1968] (1)(2)

174 Twentieth Century Fund--Board of Trustees--Special Meetings--Minutes, [1958-1968] (1)-(3)

Twentieth Century Fund--Correspondence (Miscellaneous)--1957-1965 (1)-(3)

Twentieth Century Fund--Correspondence (Miscellaneous)--1966-1968 (1)-(3)

Twentieth Century Fund--Correspondence Concerning Father Harbrecht’s Book, [1960]

Twentieth Century Fund--Dissemination Committee--Meetings--Minutes

Twentieth Century Fund--Finance Committee--Executive Committee--Meetings--Minutes, [1958-1968]

Twentieth Century Fund--Proposals for Studies

Twentieth Century Fund--Publications Correspondence (AFB Distribution), 1958-1968

175 Twentieth Century Fund--Research Procedures and Objectives

Twentieth Century Fund--Research Projects Committee--Board of Trustees, P.R. Nov. 1966 (1)(2)

Twentieth Century Fund--Research Projects Committee--Minutes (1)-(3)

Twentieth Century Fund--Revised By-Laws, [1968]

Twentieth Century Fund--Staff Report/Annual Board Meeting, 1965 (1)(2)

Urban Research Institute (NYC)--John V. Lindsay (Mayor)
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176 Acceleration Principle

Acceleration Principle--[Changes in Economic Indicators During Business Cycle Expansions--1963] (1)(2)

Acceleration Principle--[Tables and Charts] (1)(2)

Accident Classification

Analytical Account of Business Cycles--(The Causes of Business Cycles)

Angell’s Figures on Exchange Velocity

Apartments in Manhattan, 1902-1942

[Automobiles, 1953]

[Automobile Taxes, 1952]

[Average Hourly Earnings in Manufacturing, 1957-1958]


Balance of Payments--[Miscellaneous Materials, 1961-1965] (1)-(4)

177 Balance of Payments--[Miscellaneous Materials, 1961-1965] (5)-(8)


Beveridge, [Sir William Henry, Notes on Economic Theory]
Bibliography, [Misc.]

[Bibliography--Periodicals--Business Cycles]

[Bond Market and Money Market, 1961-1962]

[Britain’s Monetary System, 1959]

[Building Construction Statistics, 1932-1945--Tables, Notes, and Charts]

[Building Construction Study, 1949] (1)(2)

Bureau of the Budget (11/16/61 Letter from Bowman)--Statement on Unemployment Statistics

178 B. L. S. Employment Indexes--Adjustments, [1923-1933]

[Business and Economic Indicators, 1939-1953]

Business Cycle Charts, [1949-1952] (1)-(6)

Business Cycle Course Bibliography


[Business] Cycle Formation--Wilson

Business Cycle Study: General Results: Mitchell, [1941-1942] (1)(2)

[Business Cycle Theories]

Business Cycles, [Theory of]: Cassel, Foster and Catchings, etc.--[Notes]

179 Business Cycles--Bibliographies

Business Cycles--Scope of Course, etc.--[Notes and Bibliography]

Business Indicators--Nebraska

Business Ownership Cyclical Pattern (1)(2)
[Cabinet Committee on Price Stability for Economic Growth, 1959-1960] (1)-(4)

[Canada, Outlook, 1953]

Canadian Time Series

[Case Institute of Technology--Program, 1952]

Cassel, [Gustav--Notes on Economic Theories]

[Changing Price Levels--Britain--1952]

Charts--Production Series (1)-(3)

Charts and Tables--(Misc.) [Business Cycle Indicators]

[Chemical Stock, 1961]

180 Chronology of 1948-1949 Recession (1)-(6)

Commercial Bank Assets (1)(2)

Committee on Business Cycle Policy, [National Economic and Social Planning Assoc., 1938]

[Competition, Trend of]

Consumer Credit, Cyclical Timing and Relation to Retail Sales and Personal Income

[Consumer Price Index, 1953]

Consumer Spending, etc.

[Consumer Welfare and Spending, 1952]

Consumption Function (1)(2)

181 Corporate Bond Study Materials, [1912-1940]

[Corporate Bonds, 1900-1938]

Corporate Cash and Security Holdings

Corporate Profits and Retained Income
Corporations--[Profits, 1909-1958]
Costs, Profits, and Prices
Cumulative Process of Expansion
Current Economic Situation, [1956]
Cycles in Crop Production
[Cyclical Expansion--Production and Employment--Tables, 1919-1940]
Cyclical Investment in U.S. Economy (1)(2)
[Depression, 1958]
Diffusion of B.[business] Cycle
[Dollar, Changing Value of, 1953]
[Domestic Consumption--Notes, Tables, and Charts]

[Economic] Guidelines [and Formulas]
[Economic Indicators, Dec. 1961]
[Economic Policy for 1962--Miscellaneous Materials] (1)-(3)
[Economic Theory, Notes on--Davinport]
[Economic Theory, Notes on--Burgess, Cassel, Erickson, Fisher, Katzenellenbaum, Lanington, and Snyder]
[Employment, 1957]
Employment, [1964-1966]
Employment and Unemployment, [1920-1961]
Employment Data Available, [1929-1942]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>Exams [for Economics’ Courses, 1930's-1940's] (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exams [for Statistics’ Courses, 1930's-1940's] (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expansion, Our Longest, [1960-1965]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expectations Data, [1952-1958] (1)-(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External and Internal Financing, [1901-1956] (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Family Units, Income Distribution of]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farm Production, Prices, and Income, [1867-1955] (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal and Other Governments--Share of Output [Tables, 1900-1956]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>Federal Budget Projections, [1963]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Government--Command of Output, [1869-1953] (1)-(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Federal Government, Finances, 1961]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Home Loan Bank System--Interim Report on Credit Restraint, September 1955 (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Loans and Loan Insurance and Free Reserves and Effective Reserves, 1919-1953 (1)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Federal Reserve Act]--Legal Considerations, [1957]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>[Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Eighth District Income in 1951]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Reserve Open Market Operations, Notes on Origin of Financial Intermediaries, [1900-1956]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Financing Real Estate, [1925-1934]

Financing Small and Large Business, [1953-1956] (1)-(3)

Financial Stabilizing Devices

[First Federal Savings and Loan Asso. of Chicago, Savings and Homeownership-Newsletter, 1951-1953]


Foreign Trade, [1950-1960]

France--Production Indexes, [1919-1935]

[Full Employment, 1945]

Full Employment, Concept of--[Bibliography]

Functional Finance, [1944]

Funds Obtained Thru “Right Financing,” [1926-1939]

General Electric, [Materials on Individual Freedoms at]--Lemuel R. Boulware, 1958 (1)-(3)

German Series--[Production Index and Savings, 1925-1935]

Government Finances, [1939-1955]

Graphs, [Miscellaneous]


Haberler, [Gottfried]--Definition of Business Cycle--[Notes on]

Hansen--Secular Stagnation

Hicks, [J.R.--Economic Theory of]--(see also Cumulation of Money)

[Housing Condemnation Protest--New York City]
Income Effects of Government Spending

Income-Recovery Together, [1944-1959]

[Indexes, Charts, and Statistics on Production, Trade, and Prices] (1)-(3)

Industrial Capacity Utilization, [1946-1962]

[Industrial Materials, 1952]

[Inflations, 1941-1945]

[Inflation, 1950]

[Inflation and U.S. Economy, 1962]

Inflation Materials, [1929-1941]

Import and Export Price Indexes [United Kingdom]--Silverman

[Interest Rates, 1958]

Interest Rates--[Corporate Bond Yields, 1857-1959]

Inventories, Unfilled Orders, Sales--[Charts of]

Investment Orders--[Notes on]

Investment Plan and Term Insurance Versus Twenty-Year Life, Calculation of

[Investments--National Banks, 1874-1914]

Jevons: Business Cycles [and Economic Theories]

[Joint Economic Committee--Congress--1960]


Keynes on Wages, [Notes on]

Keynes’ Theory [of Economics] (1)-(4)

K’s [Keynes’] Theory of Investment

[Labor Force Report, 1959]

Labor Problems (1)(2)

[Liquidity Rations--Britain, 1956]

[Loans and Discounts--National Banks, 1874-1914]

Methods of Inquiry in Social Science--[Notes on]

Military Expenditures--1960

Miscellaneous [Materials--Consumer Credit, Debts, etc., 1954-1957]


Miscellaneous Printed Materials, [1924, 1952-1961] (1)-(5)

Mitchell, [Wesley C.]--Cycle Theory, [Notes on]

[Monetary Economics--Lecture Notes and Bibliography]

Monetary Policy in 1948-1949 Recession


Money and Money Substitutes, [1920-1956]

100% Money--[Monetary Reform Program, 1939]


[Monopoly versus Competition--Notes on]

[Moody’s Commodity Index, 1928-1947]

[Mortgage Loans, Nonamortized, 1920-1946]
[Municipal Bond Market, 1960]

[National Foreign Trade Council, 1953]

National Income, [1929-1938]

[National Income and Production, Notes on] (1)(2)

[National Income, Per Capita--All Countries--1960]

[National Income--Percentage Distribution by Type of Income, 1919-1938]

National Income, Savings, and Investment (1)(2)

National Recovery Administration, [1933-1934--Industrial Recovery Program--Codes of Fair Competition]

[National Science Foundation--Research and Development Funds, 1956-1960]

[New Jersey Business, 1953]

New York Stock Exchange Studies on Taxation, [1962]

[Nixon’s Economic Policies, 1968--Miscellaneous Clippings on]

Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance and Unemployment Insurance, [1935-1958]

191 Pensioners, etc.

Personal Income and G.N.P.

[Personal Income--Tables, 1948-1950]

Pijon: Theory of Unemployment, [Notes on]

[Political Control in Presidential Years]

Politics and Economics

Population--Data, [1870-1930]

[Population Estimates, 1900-1909]
Postponements of Public Issues--[Bond Sales]

Post-war Business Cycles

[Post-war Capital Expenditures, 1952]

Post-war Cycles, Study of--Changing Character of Cycle

Prewar and Post-war Reference Cycle Analysis, [1960-1961] (1)-(3)

Price Cycles--Amplitudes, etc., [1850-1958]

Price Indexes, [1950-1951]

192 Price Level and Business: Price Stabilization (1)(2)

Production--New Techniques (1)-(3)

Productivity--Output Per Manhour

Profits--[Manufacturing Corporate--1946-1960]

[Program for Economic Growth, 1953]

[Railroad Wage Case, 1941--President’s Emergency Board--Carriers’ Exhibits] (1)-(3)

193 [Railroad Wage Case, 1941--President’s Emergency Board--Carriers’ Exhibits] (4)-(12)

[Railroad Wage Case, 1941--President’s Emergency Board--Transportation Employees’ Exhibits]

Reading Lists [for Economics Courses, 1939-1944]--Money and Banking

Recession of 1948-1949

194 Recession of 1957-1958

[Recession of 1958]

[Reference Cycle Patterns, 1921-1958]
[Research at Rutgers, 1952]

Residential Construction: Cycles, [1918-1958]

Residential vs. Industrial Building

Schedules [re Consumption of Goods and Services by American Families]

[School Officers--Administrative Problems, 1951]

Schumpeter, [Joseph A.--Economic Theory of] (1)-(3)

Seasonal Variations [in Statistical Indicators--1960-1962]
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